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What are CTA?

- CTA = Choice Teaching Activities (translation for ADE: Attività Didattiche Elettive)

- In other words, CTA are **elective activities** up to the choice of students

Along the six years of the course, each student has to choose min. **8 credits** among the proposed activities
How do CTA work?

**First year:** Two electives are proposed and automatically inserted in your plan of study:

- Essay Writing Technique 1 CFU
- Mathematics 1 CFU
- The disabled person 2 CFU
- Ultrasound Laboratory 1 CFU
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- **Second year:** no electives proposed in the plan of study
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- **Third year**: proposed electives are:
  - Precision Medicine 3 CFU
  - Nanotechnologies in Medicine 1 CFU
  - The disabled patient 2 CFU
  - Evolution and Medicine (Genetics 2 CFUs, Medical Genetics 2 CFUs) tot. 4 CFU
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Fourth year:
Electives are proposed under the label CTA, provided with a code.
CTA fourth year are worth 2 CFUs
In that CTA «box» you can include any relevant activity of choice, such as seminars, medicine lectures, conferences on specific medical issues ...
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- **Fifth year**: no CTA present in the plan of study
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● Sixth year:
Electives are proposed under the label CTA, provided with a code
CTA sixth year are worth 4 CFUs
In that CTA «box» you can include any relevant activity of choice, such as seminars, medicine lectures, conferences on specific medical issues ...
How CTA are registered?

✓ You have then to submit proof of attendance to the Dean’s Office (*Segreteria di Presidenza*)

✓ An appello will be created in the Esse 3 system for the final registration of CTA

✓ The Dean of the Harvey Course will register the elective as a no-mark exam
Can I add extra credits for CTA?

- Yes, you can, but

since they are not included in your plan of study, those credits are in excess

→ Thus, you will have to ask the students secretary to add the extra CFUs by specific request